Douceurs et gourmandises au point de croix

À déguster sans modération !

In order to remind the rich flavors offered by sweets, this work proposes some charming creations. More than 40 embroideries all around three themes: sweetness, pastries and children cakes!

Author: Véronique Enginger. 144 pages.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Perles de rocaille**

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215102663

Perles de rocaille

More than 75 patterns of jewels and accessories to make. Simple necklaces, scarfs, earrings, bracelets, rings, pins etc. For all styles and occasions!

Clear pictures and details instructions will guide you during the creation.

Author: Christine Hooghe. 64 pages.

**Price: € 10.00** (incl. VAT)
Tricotin hildegarde deuzo

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215110873

Tricotin
More than 55 projects, including jewels and various accessories, to craft step by step. Necklaces, bangles, earrings, but even flowers, sweets and pets: they can all be crafted using the so-called *tricotin*

Here are some of the models proposed:
- Flower Jewels
- Little Heart and Rainbow
- Small Faces, Little and Big Flowers, Scarf and Twisted Bangle
- Sea Jewels: Bangles and Earrings
- Lollipops, Candies, Bretzels, Gingerbreads
- Little Fish, Cat and Mouse
- Snail, Ladybird, Mushroom, Basket...
- Purse
- Cupcakes

By Hildegarde Deuzo
64 pages

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Premiers tricots
da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215111849

Premiers tricots
The ideal book to start knitting with! More than 50 projects to do yourself: jewellery, hats, scarves, clutches ... Anyone can do it!
- Purse
- Cupcakes
By Hildegarde Deuzo
64 pages in French

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Tricoter en attendant Bébé : 28 modèles simples à réaliser

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215109327

Tricoter en attendant Bébé : 28 modèles simples à réaliser au fil des mois : This book proposes adaptable models for the newborns, while following the development of your pregnancy. The first works are unisex, a few of them a little longer to complete just because during this time you have more time on your hands! By the second trimester the baby's sex is usually known, therefore you can create boys or girls models. The third trimester is dedicated to quick works or works for a bigger child: if they're not complete when the baby comes they will be later on! Covers, sweaters and comfortable waistcoats, pants, little hats, slippers coats, skirts, dresses and even a bib and plush toys ... while months roll by, knit your love for your little one!

By Nikki Van De Car
144 pages in French

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
Scoubidous

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215111832

Scoubidous
More than 65 models to begin the art of scoobies. Classical scoobies, but also fruits, vegetables, tasty treats and jewellery...
Author: Lucille Allirand
64 pages in French.

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets tendance coffret you make fashion

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215147428

Mon coffret de bracelets tendance
A 32 pages book and fine quality material to create 10 bracelets: five 8 meters long cotton skeins, one 17 cm long silver colored chain, one 17 cm gold colored chain, locks, rings and two baby pins. The author, fashion and DIY blogger, shows you 35 different designs to show off your fashionable and trendy side!
Author: Margot Sirou
32 pages in French

Price: € 18.95 (incl. VAT)
Ma malle à tricot

Ma malle à tricot

Discover a box complete with what is useful to start the art of knitting! Rich and appealing material:
- 3 balls of wool (in green, pink and blue)
- 1 pair of wooden knitting needles
- 1 needle
- 4 buttons
and all the instructions to learn the bases and create your very first designs.
By Hildegarde Deuzo

Price: € 13.95 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets noués, tressés, tissés...

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148531

Bracelets noués, tissés, tressés ... 40 modèles pour poignets tendance
Fashion is all about jewellery and it's mixing threads, leather, chains, beads and sequins! All the techniques are explained and illustrated step-by-step: wraps, knots, bead weaving, etc. All you need to do is mix materials and colors to obtain more than 40 original bracelets!
Author: Sandra Lebrun
64 pages in French.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets tendance

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215147855

Bracelets tendance
60 so fashionable bracelets designs to create step-by-step. Add some chain to a classic brasilian bracelet ... or turn it into a watchband! Dare with original mixes, by combining chains and scooby doos, macramé and wire ... Be daring ... and get ready to have some competition! With these creations, you will be able to create fashionable accessories and jewellery for all!

Author: Margot from the blog Youmakefashion

64 pages in French

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Les SACS tote bags - 20 créations DIY

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148111

Les SACS tote bags - 20 créations DIY
We all want a bag that give personality to our look! Plain or with patterns, chic or laid back ... here is a whole range designed by designer of La griffe Miranda. illustrated step-by-step, these designs are east to sew. Let them guide you through: fashion is right here right now!

Author: La griffe Miranda
64 pages in French.

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
La couture pratique

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215093633

This work is essential to all those who wish to learn how to sew flawlessly. Both beginners and experts will find all the info and tips to implement their works. A book that gathers all kinds of techniques, presents the needed tools, describes the fabrics and their features ... A simple but timeless and effective presentation supported by numerous sketches. Text in French

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
La Nature en Perle de Rocailles

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148579

La Nature en Perle de Rocailles
Flowers, animals, little creatures .... More than 70 designs explained step-by-step, enter the magical world of miniature with beads! Every project is clearly explained and accompanied by a chart. Numerous magnified pictures will allow you to look at these works from different angles.
Author: Marie-Claude Burel
192 pages in French

Price: € 19.95 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux et accessoires en perles à souder

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148104

Bijoux et accessoires en perles à souder - 40 créations DIY
Perler beads are not just for kids! Fun and playful, with their bright colors, they are making all the latest designers' day! Vintage cassettes, knots, cupcakes, skulls, stars ... get swept away by these creations that will light up your everyday!

Sendrée
64 pages in French

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
Bracelet Do It Yourself

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148203

Bracelet Do It Yourself. Guided by the blogger Margot, you will easily learn how to make unique bracelets. You will be able to proudly say: "I did it!" But be careful, you just might end up making someone jealous!

Everything is included in this kit:
- 3 meters of twisted nylon thread
- 80 cm of cord
- Some jersey: 1.20 meter + 3 pieces of 30 cm
- 30 cm of chain
- An s-shaped crochet - 1 sequin to sew - fastenings - 12 open rings

Margot du blog
32 pages in French

Price: € 13.97 (incl. VAT)
Tendance Customisation

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148210

Tendance Customisation.
Here is the perfect box to renew your wardrobe without ruining yourself! Let Margot, fashion and DIY blogger, guide you through and help you transform your clothes with a pair of scissors and a needle. Some sequins and beads will give a chic touch to a basic garment. A plain outfit will be lightened up by studs or some fabric paint ...
A Destroy, Rock’n Roll, Glam touch, anything is possible and everyone can afford it!
Everything is included in this kit:
- a 32 pages book with about 30 designs to create customised clothes and accessories
- 1 tote bag
- 1 jar of fabric paint of 25ml
- 2 meters of ribbon
- 30 star-shaped studs
- 30 square-shaped studs
- 200 sequins
2 cotton thread skeins
- 15 beads
- 1 sewing needle
- embroidery needle

Margot du blog
32 pages in French

Price: € 13.97 (incl. VAT)
Nouveaux Bracelets Bresiliens

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215147800

Nouveaux Bracelets Bresiliens.
More than 50 designs for classic and original brasilian bracelets, easy or more elaborate, to create step-by-step. Light shades, checked patterns, lovely versions to flaunt on your wrist and other versions that will make pretty keychains ... Just let your imagination do the work!
Author: Florence Bellot
64 pages in French

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Ma malle à perles de rocaille

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148159

A lovely box to create pretty jewelry just like the one adults wear!
The box contains:
- a flower-shaped box with compartments
- beads in 7 different colors
- 1 silver-colored charm
- 4 clasps
- 1 meter of elastic yarn
- 1 spool of 10 metres of nylon yarn
... and a book of 24 pages in French.
Author: Hildegarde Deuzo

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Ma première malle à perles en bois

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148050

200 multicolored beads to create plenty of fun designs for kids from 4 years of age! This box contains all the necessary materials to easily make 15 lovely creations: jewelry, animals, characters...
And you can reuse the beads endlessly to reinvent your works!
Author: Sandra Lebrun
Text in French

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Ma Malle a Pompons N 10

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148258

A lovely box with two pompom makers and all the materials to easily create lots of pompoms and turn them into tiny characters, animals, jewelry, etc. Inside the box you will find:

- 2 pompom makers measuring 5.5 and 3.5 cm of diameter
- 3 wool balls in fluorescent colors
- 1 needle
- Self-adhesive eyes

Author: Bogaerts Julie
Text in French

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Ma Malle Perles a Souder N 9
da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148241

A colorful box to discover a simple activity that both boys and girls will love!
Place the beads on the pegboard, iron it with the help of an adult and there you will have a sturdy design, ready to be transformed into a decorative object or a figurine!
The box includes:
- 2500 perler beads in 8 colors
- 2 peg boards (round and squared)
- 1 protective sheet for ironing
Author: Bogaerts Julie
Text in French

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Coffret Bracelets en élastiques

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215149170

All you need to make your own jewellery from rubber bands is in this box: a loom and its crochet hook, 500 rubber bands in 10 different colors and 10 clasps. Thanks to the charts and step-by-step pictures, you will learn the technique in no time at all.

Author: Sandra Lebrun

32 pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Mes bijoux en scoubidous

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148982

A book with all the basic techniques and instructions for the creation of 20 designs to easily weave, step by step. 3 of the designs are entirely doable thanks to the materials included:
- 26 multi-coloured plastic threads
- 2 ear hooks
- 1 key chain ring
- 1 cell phone strap

Author: Lucille Allirand
32 pages in French

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
Mes bracelets tissés

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148975

A book with all the basic techniques and instructions for 30 bracelets to create very easily, step by step.
3 designs are fully oable thanks to the materials included:
- 1 book
- 5 cotton yarn skeins (4 metres long)
- 2 silver-colored charms
- 1 safety pin
Author: Florence Bellot
32 pages in French

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets brésiliens

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215127659

A DIY box that is an essential to all girls!
Learn how to create your own bracelets with all the elements used in the book: colorful yarns, metallic yarns, safety pins, metallic charms.
24 pages in French

Price: € 18.95 (incl. VAT)
Galons & Bordures au Crochet - 75 motifs délicats

dia: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215148814

Galons & Bordures au Crochet - 75 motifs délicats
Crochet designs to easily customize clothes, accessories and home decorations. 75 different works of different sizes: discreet picots, geometrical friezes, floral garlands and more ... - Detailed instructions for each design - tips for adapting each braid to the lenght or corners of the work it is inteded for.

Author: Caitlin Sainio

128 pages in French

Price: € 18.95 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets Chainmaille

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215149965

Armbänder Chainmaille
Die neue Technik des DIY Bijoux
Diese Technik hat bereits Übersee für Aufsehen gesorgt
15 Armbänder und Ohrringe Schritt für Schritt fotografiert:
Je nachdem, wie man die Ringe verbindet und je nach Größe, entstehen die verschiedensten Modelle.
Autorin: Sandra Lebrun
64 Seiten auf Französisch

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Un monde fou en tricotin

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215149828

With a knitting dolly or a knitting mill learn how to create lots of lovely accessories such as keychains, jewellery, plush toys and more. Flowers, foxes, pandas, ninjas fruits and vegetables ... Thanks to the clear instructions and pictures, success is guaranteed!

Author: Julie Oginski

64 pages in French

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux et accessoires en plastique fou

da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215149576

With shrink plastic you will turn lots of heads! Discover this amazing material that you can color anyway you want to as it hardens and shrinks when baked. Animals, flowers, robots, geometrical designs ... there is something for everyone. Choose your favorite patterns and create keychains, magnets, jewellery and much more!

Author: Mayumi Jezewski

64 pages in French

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Pompons, poupées et fleurs en laine

With a pinch of imagination and some wool, you children will create something wonderful! They will create round pompoms of all sizes, lollipops, twists, flowers and will turn them into mascots and animals!

Author: Catherine Guidicelli
63 pages in French.

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
100 modèles de tricot et tricotin
da: Fleurus

Modello: LIBFR-9782215156215

A simple and appealing method for all beginners that presents the knitting dolly technique and the basics of knitting. Various designs (scarves, beanies, small objects, bijoux and lucky charms) explained step by step, with tips and tricks!

Text in French.

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)